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Transportation law update
By William D. Brelcha, Scope litis, GalVin, Ught & Hanson

Introduction
In the update for Ihis issue, we will again address recent
rulings and decisions which impact on OUf transportation
clients generally. We recognize that, in fact, some of these
decisions do not address issues that have been traditionally
recognized as "transportation law" issues over the years.
However, as much of what was generally regarded as
"transportation law" 10 years ago and the agency that primarily enforced that law have been written off the books in
their entirety in recent legislation, we are compelled to take
a broader view of "transportation law" than was warranted
in the not so distant past. Just as the tank doomed the horse
cavalry, deregulation has rendered much of what was once
known as transportation law as merely historical background to the largely deregulated marketplace in which our
clients now operate and, in most instances, do quite well.
With this broader view of "transportation," those of us
who once were old fashioned transportation lawyers must
respond to the needs of our current clients more fully and
deal with their varied problems ourselves as opposed to
referring them off to the ostensible "experts" who wouldn't
know the front end of an 18 wheeler from the back end.
Accordingly, with the new focus of transportation law
being the transportation client as opposed to the transportation law itself, we will attempt to summarize some recent
matters of interest that will help today's "transportation
lawyers" be better lawyers for your transportation clients.
Prior to getting to these new rulings, the following questions of transportation law trivia are offered to challenge
the memories of our veteran readers, completely puzzle our
younger ones, and thoroughly baffle all utility lawyers.
Can you ...
1. Provide the citation for Novak Contract Carrier
Application? Can you recall the Novak elements?
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2. Can you give the full citation for Pan-American?
(answers below)

Warehousing remains part of
interstate transportation
for purposes of Carmack preemption
In Taylor v. Kachina Moving & Storage, el al., 1998
U.S. Dist. l..exis 14568 (Dist. Ariz. 1998), a woman hired
Mayflower for an interstate move to Phoenix, AZ. The
woman alleged that she gave Mayflower specific instructions to store her goods in a dry, temperature controlled
environment due to her allergies. Mayflower moved the
goods to Phoenix and gave the goods to Kachina for temporary warehousing pending delivery. Kachina didn't provide the dry storage requested and the goods were moldy
and mildewed on final delivery with the woman suffering
such a serious allergic response that she wound up in the
hospital. The woman then sued for her "actual damages"
of $300,000 plus consequential damages with Mayflower
interposing the Cannack Amendment preemption defense
along with the $100,000 liability limitation from its tariff.
The district court found that Carmack preemption
applied here because the warehousing provided was storage in transit and therefore was a part of the interstate
transportation covered by the bill of lading. The district
court also enforced the $100,000 liability limitation in
granting partial summary judgment to the defendants. The
district court, however, refused -to dismiss the plaintiff's
consequential damage claim, finding that there was a triable issue regarding whether the woman had actually told
Mayflower about her special needs for the "temperature
controlled" storage in transit in Arizona.

Employee tired for insubordination
not entitled to unemployment benefits
An employee was fired for telling one supervisor "you
can kiss my grits!" in the presence of another supervisor
and for refusing to sign an exit report. The employer then
refused to pay unemployment benefits claiming the
employee was tenninated for "misconduct" and therefore
ineligible for benefits under the Illinois Unemployment
Insurance Act. The Illinois Department of Employment
Security agreed with the employer and denied benefits, but
the trial court reversed this determination on administrative
review because tbe remarks were not profane. The Illinois
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Appellate Court then reversed the trial court and reinstated
the IDES decision to deny benefits because the employee's

language, while not profane, was still "abusive and violated
the standard of behavior an employer bas the right to
expect from an employee." Greenlaw v. IDES, No. 1-970916 in the Illinois Appellate Court. (Decided 9/28/98).

Independent contractors unprotected by ADA
The U.S. Court of Appeals in Chicago has ruled that
independent contractors are not entitled to protection under
the Americans With Disabilities Act, 42 V.S.C.A. §12101, et
seq, inAberman v. J. Abouchor & Sons, Inc., 160 F.3d 1148
(7th Cir., 11/18/98). The court based its decision on its
examination of five factors which distinguished employees
from independent contractors for purposes of ADA protection, the most important factor being the alleged employer's
"right to control" the plaintiff. While the plaintiff here was
not involved in trucking, the decision remains an important
one for those motor carriers who rely upon independent contractor owner operators and fleet operators.

Fired Teamster business agent loses TItle VII
claim based on anti·Italian bias
The U.S. Court of Appeals in Chicago has rejected a
Title VII claim brought by a tenninated Teamster business
agent who had claimed he lost his job due to anti-Italian
American bias in Indurante v. Local 705, Int'l Brotherhood
o/Teamsters, 160 F.3d 364 (7th Cir., 11/4/98). Plaintiff and
11 other Italian-American business agents were tenninated
after a court-appointed overseer removed the local's leader
and Teamster leadership appointed a trustee to take control
over the local. In a 2-1 decision, the court found that the
Teamster officials' statements such as "all the Italians were
nothing but mobsters and gangsters" and "the days of the
goombahs are over" were insufficient to demonstrate that
the purported legitimate reason for the tennination, - i.e.,
elimination of corruption - was a mere pretext.

Dlinois employers can't require physical exams
after final workers' compensation awards
The Illinois Appellate Court has reversed an Industrial
Commission ruling requiring a claimant to submit to a
1996 medical examination after the Industrial Commission
had awarded bim workers' compensation disability benefits
in 1991 in Joe W. King v. Industrial Commission, No. 197-2625, April 21, 1998. At issue was the employer's
1996 effort to suspend benefits awarded without appeal in
1991 until the claimant took a new physical. The Industrial
Commission aUowed continued benefits, but ordered the
physical to proceed. The appellate court ruled that postaward pbysicals were not allowed by the statute or prece-
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dent and commented that allowance of such physicals
would "open the door to harassment of claimants,"

llIinois operations give Illinois jurisdiction over
Indiana carrier in Indiana crash
The Illinois Appellate Court has reversed a Cook County
trial court's lack of jurisdiction dismissal of a suit against an
Indiana motor carrier which arose out of an Indiana crash.
The court ruled that Illinois had jurisdiction because the
Indiana motor carrier did business in Illinois due to its regular Illinois trips. The court held that the frequency of the
Indiana carrier's Illinois trips was not determinative of the
jurisdictional issue because the carrier's Illinois contacts
were not "random, fortuitous, or attenuated," but, in fact,
"were fairly regular." The appellate court, however,
affirmed the trial court's ruling that Illinois courts had no
jurisdiction over the carrier's driver, an Indiana resident,
because the cause of action against him arose only out of his
negligent Indiana driving, not from his transaction of
lllinois business. Gaidar v. Tippecanoe Distribution
Service, Inc., No. 1-97-3372, decided 10/28/98.

Forklift rider denied workers'
compensation benefits
The illinois Appellate Court has ruled that an employee
who was injured when riding double on a forklift on his way
to a break room on company property in violation of a safety
rule was not entitled to workers' compensation benefits in
Saunders v. Industrial Commission, 1998 WL 771541 (Ill.
App. 2d Dist., decided 11/5/98). In a 2-1 decision, the court
held that the claimant was not injured in an activity incidental to his work duties and therefore his injury did not arise
out of and in the course of his employment. This decision
may be helpful to Illinois carriers whose dock employees
regularly use forklifts while handling in transit cargo.

FHWA refuses to interpret leasing regulations
to resolve private commercial disputes
The Owner Operator Independent Drivers Associated,

Inc. ("OOIDA") had filed a class action suit against Prime,
Inc. and Success Leasing, Inc. wherein OOlDA had alleged
that leasing practices used by Prime and Success had violated
the former Interstate Commerce Commission ("ICC') leasing regulations which are now subject to Federal Highway
Administration ("FHWA'') jurisdiction and published at 49
C.P.R, Part 376. The district court had dismissed the claim,
fmding that FHWA had primary jurisdiction over disputes
arising Wlder the leasing regulations.
OOIDA appealed the dismissal to the Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals. OOIDA also filed a Petition for
Interpretation of the Leasing Regulations with FHWA consistent with the district court's order. In the petition,
OOIDA alleged that the district court's primary jurisdiction
dismissal had been erroneous. OOIDA asserted that with
deregulation, Congress did not want PHW A involved in
the resolution of competing private interests which arose
under the leasing regulations. OOIDA also argued that
there was no need for any primary jurisdiction referral
because the leasing regulations themselves were straightforward, that the ICC had previously ruled on the issues
raised in the underlying action, and that no special expertise was required to resolve the disputed issues.
Vot. 34, No.1, January 1999
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FHWA accepted OOIDA's arguments and denied the

petition. FHWA ruled that the petition failed to raise
issues that weren', adequately addressed by existing prece-

dent in a decision published on June 10, 1998, in the
Federal Register at 63 F.R. 31827. FHWA also announced

it would be much more selective than the ICC had been in
issuing declaratory orders. FHWA held that the congressional intent of the ICC Tennination Act was for private
commercial disputes to be resolved by the parties without
any referral to federal administrative agencies. Based on
that statutory construction, FHW A ruled that it would use

the declaratory order device only in cases of industry wide
significance which raise issues not previously addressed.
FHWA held that courts were competent to rule on the
issues OOIDA had raised in its lawsuit and found that the
ICC had previously addressed tbose issues in Dart Transit
Company - Petition, 9 I.CC. 2d 700 (1993). Based on this
reasoning, FHWA dismissed the petition.

Fifth Circuit reaffirms Carmack preemption
In Morris v. Covan World Wide Moving, Inc., 144 F.3d
377 (1998), the Fifth Circuit ruled that the then applicable
Cannack Amendment codification preempted all of a shipper's state and federal common law claims. The plaintiffs
lost most of their household goods in a fire which occurred
during a move from Virginia to Louisiana. At the outset of
the move, plaintiffs signed a bill of lading which declared
that their goods had a value of $29,000. Plaintiffs sued the
movers for $50,000 in actual damages and $60,000 in punitive damages.
The district court held that the carrier had properly limited its damages and that the shippers' common law claims
were preempted under the Carmack Amendment. The
.Fifth Circuit affinned, finding that the plaintiffs' emotional
distress and punitive damage claims were all directly related to the interstate shipment at issue in the Carmack
Amendment claim. The Fifth Circuit held that the
Cannack Amendment was intended to eliminate uncertainty in liability on interstate shipments. The court ruled that
allowance of the common law claims would be inconsistent
with the goal Congress sought to obtain in enacting the
Carmack Amendment in the IltSt instance. For that reason,
the Fifth Circuit affinned both the cargo damage limitation
and the dismissal of the plaintiffs' common law claims.

Seventh Circuit enforces interim withdrawal
liability payment obligation on defunct
motor carrier's parent and stockholder
One of the greatest fears of any motor carrier is the
assessment of ERISA withdrawal liability. A recent
Seventh Circuit decision illustrates why there is good reason for these fears. In Central States SE & SW Areas
Pension Fund v. Wintz Properties, Inc., 155 3d 868 (7th
CiI. 9/8/98), the Seventh Circuit affirmed contempt judgments entered by Judge Lindberg of the U.S. District Court
for the Northern District of Illinois in an ERISA withdrawalliability suit. Central States brought a withdrawalliability lawsuit against control group entities after a motor
carrier named Wintz Freightways, Inc. had gone out of
business and stopped making contributions to Central
States' multi-employer pension fund.
After the Wintz contributions stopped, Central States
determined that the motor carrier owed $2.95 million in
Vol. 34, No.1, January 1999

withdrawal liability and made an assessment of that
amount. When the motor carrier didn' t pay anything to
Central States, Central States sued the various Wintz
Freightways' affiliated control group entities ("Wintz").
Wintz tried to defend itself by seeking arbitration and by
counterclaims against Central States. Under ERISA, however, the employer remains obligated to make interim withdrawal liability payments during the pendency of the
arbitration and these payments would be refunded if the
employer ultimately prevailed at the arbitration. Wintz,
however, didn't make these payments and Central States
sought preliminary injunctive relief. Judge Lindberg then
ordered Wintz and its individual officers to pay past due
payments and all future interim withdrawal liability payments or else post a bond. Wintz still didn't pay and
Central States moved for an order compelling Wintz to
show cause why contempt citations shouldn' t be issued.
At the hearing on this motion, Wintz's sale officer and
stockholder, Mr. George Wintz, testified that he couldn't
make the required payments because Wintz was "frnancially
crippled." However, rather than explain the fmancial details
which explained why Wintz didn' t comply with Judge
Lindberg's order, Mr. Wintz exercised his rights under the
Fifth Amendment. And while Mr. Wintz testified that he
and his companies were "financially crippled," Central
States demonstrated, in fact, that Mr. Wintz had paid some
of his personal creditors such as credit card companies while
concurrently claiming an inability to pay Central States. The
evidence showed that during the time frame after the district
court had ordered both Wintz and Mr. Wintz to make interim
payments to Central States, Wintz had paid other creditors
$959,698.31. Thus, Wintz had managed to pay almost a
million dollars to others during the same time frame in
which Mr. Wintz had claimed Wintz was too "financially
crippled" to make any payment to Central States. Based on
this evidence and Central States' legal fees and costs of just
under $20,()(H) in prosecuting the contempt citation, Judge
Lindberg held Wintz Properties and Mr. Wintz personally in
contempt and entered judgment against them for $978,041.
Wintz appealed.
The Seventh Circuit quickly rejected Wintz's argument
that Judge Lindberg's order was too vague to be enforceable, finding the order requiring that payments be made
was sufficiently clear. The court noted that this was a case
where Wintz had paid nothing and wholly ignored the "pay
now, arbitrate laler" scheme that Congress imposed in
ERISA. Further, Central States bad secured an order compelling Wintz to make interim payments and Wintz had not
paid. The Seventh Circuit therefore concluded that it was
unreasonable for Wintz to argue that "it had no idea what
the order demanded."
The court also acknowledged Mr. Wintz's argument thai
he had been improperly sanctioned for paying other creditors. The court responded by emphasizing the negative
inference that followed Mr. Wintz's assertion of the Fifth
Amendment privilege when asked to explain why the other
creditors had been paid and Central States had not been
paid. As Judge Lindberg'S order was directed at Wintz's
officers and Mr. Wintz was its sole officer, the court rejected Mr. Wintz's appeal too.
The bottom line here is that the Seventh Circuit's decision confirms why motor carriers and their officers justifiably fear the imposition of ERISA withdrawal liability,
This case demonstrates why the "pay now, arbitrate laler"
3
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principle can be devastating to not only the motor carriers
themselves, but also their officers, affiliates, and other con·
trolled group entities.

liivia answers
1 Novak Contract Carrier Application, 103 M.C.C. 555
(1967).
A supporting shipper in a motor carrier authority application was required to show: (1) the origins and destinations
of his traffic; (2) the volumes of freight he ships; (3) the
carriers now used to perfonn the services; (4) deficiencies
in existing service; (5) volume of traffic to be tendered to
the applicant if the application was granted.
2 Pan-American Common Carrier Application, 1 M.C.C.

190 (1936).

Recent news releases
Surface Transportation Board summarizes
"Conrail docket" activity since July 1998 approval
of the "CSX-NS·Conrail" railroad merger
~o.98-86,12·23·98)

Surface Transportation Board (board) Cbainnan Linda
J. Morgan announced today that, to date, 22 written decisions have been issued by the board in tbe "Conrail" railroad control proceeding1 following the board's July 1998
approval1 of the application of CSX Corporation and CSX
Transportation, Inc. (collectively, CSX) and Norfolk
Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway
Company (collectively, NS) to acquire control of Conrail
Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation (collectively,
Conrail) and to divide Conrail's assets between them.'
Acquisition of control of Conrail was effected by CSX and
NS on August 22, 1998 (referred to as the control date).
The division of the assets of Conrail will be effected on a
date not yet determined (that date is generally referred to as
Day One but is variously referred to as the closing date and
the split date).4
In Decision No. 90 (issued to the public on August 7,
1998), the board denied a request by APL Limited (APL) for
a 2O-day extension of time to file a petition for clarification
and/or reconsideration with respect to Decision No. 89.
In Decision No. 91 (issued August 19, 1998), the board
denied a request by APL for a stay of the implementation
of the CSX-NS-Conrail transaction that had been authorized in Decision No. 89, pending clarification andlor
reconsideration of Decision No. 89 or the completion of
judicial review.
In Decision No. 92 (issued August 24, 1998), the board
denied a request by Providence and Worcester Railroad
Company (P&W) for a stay, pending judicial review, of the
implementation of the merger with respect to the disposition of a Conrail terminal property known as tbe New
Haven Station.
In Decision No. 93 (issued September 3, 1998), the
board denied a request by Indiana Rail Road Company for
leave to intervene for the purpose of seeking reconsideration of the merger with respect to a requirement that NS be
granted trackage rights to serve a certain plan of
Indianapolis Power & Light Company (IP&L).
In Decision No. 96 (issued October 19, 1998), the board
addressed the requests for reconsideration and/or clarifica4

tion of various aspects of Decision No. 89 that bad been
filed: by CSX and NS jointly; by CSX, separately; by APL;
by U.S. Rep. Jerrold Nadler and 23 other members of the
U.S. House of Representatives, jointly; by Ms. Zee Frank:;
by The Fertilizer Institute; by IP&L; by the Ohio Rail
Development Commission; by Wisconsin Central Ud.; by
Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway Company (W&LE); by the
Stark Development Board, Inc.; by Reading Blue Mountain
& Northern Railroad Company; by the Four City
Consortium (an association of the Four Cities of East
Chicago, Hammond, Gary, and Whiting, IN); by the New
Jersey Department of Transportation and New Jersey
Transit Corporation, jointly; by Livonia, Avon & Lakeville
Railroad Corporation; and by Citizens Gas & Coke Utility.
In Decision No. 99 (issued October 26, 1998), the
board's secretary granted a 2O-day extension of the dead·
line for the submission, by CSX an.d Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, Delaware and Hudson Railway
Company, Inc., Soo Line Railroad Company, and St.
Lawrence & Hudson Railway Company Limited (referred
to collectively as CP), of a status report regarding an agreement for CP haulage rights or trackage rights over
Conrail's east-of-the-Hudson line running between Selkirk
and Fresh Pond, New York.
In Decision No. 100 (issued November 6, 1998), the board
addressed the request of New England Central Railroad, Inc.
(NECR) that the board set one tenn of the NECR-CSX trackage rights arrangement or provide clarification
In Decision No. 101 (issued November 19, 1998), the
board clarified the preemptive effect of Decision No. 89
with respect to P&W's interests in New Haven Station.
In Decision No. 102 (issued November 20, 1998), the
board established a schedule for further submissions
regarding CP haulage rights or trackage rights over
Conrail's east-of-the-Hudson line running between Selkirk
and Fresh Pond, NY.
In Decision No. 106 (issued December 7, 1998), tbe
board directed NS to file, no later than December 17, 1998,
a reply to the CSX-l68 petition, wherein CSX had requested a declaration that, effective on Day One, certain
"requirements" provisions contained in two contracts
entered into by CSX's intermodal affiliate, CSX
Intermodal, Inc. (one contract with Conrail, and the other
with NS), will be null and void, and unenforceable by
Conrail and NS, respectively.
In Decision No. 107 (issued December 9, 1998), the
board addressed W&LE's request for clarification and further instruction with respect to Decision No. 89.
In Decision No. 109 (issued December 18, 1998), the
board addressed various matters, including the method of
compensation, relating to CP trackagelhaulage rights over
Conrail's east-of-the-Hudson line running between Selkirk
and Fresh Pond, NY.
In Decision No. 110 (issued December 22, 1998), the
board nullified, effective on Day One, the "requirements"
provisions of the two contracts referenced in Decision No.
106.
In Decision No. 111 (issued December 23, 1998), the
board's secretary extended, to January 19, 1999, the deadline by which CSX, NS, IP&L, and Indiana Southern
Railroad, Inc. (ISRR) must advise the board of the status of
their negotiations respecting an NS/lSRR interchange at
MP 6.0 on ISRR's Petersburg Subdivision.
In a number of other decisions not specifically refer-
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enced here, the board extended various time periods to
allow the parties to continue their private negotiations
regarding the implementation of certain conditions
imposed by the board on the control transaction.
, Docketed as CSK Corporation and CSK Transportation, Inc.,
Norfolk Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway
Company-Comrol and Operating LeaseslAgreements--Conrail
Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation, STB Finance Docket
No. 33388.
1 In Decision No. 89 in STB Finance Docket No. 33388 issued
to the public on July 23,1998.
I Decision No. 89 is discussed in "Surface Transportation
Board News" release No. 98-44 (dated July 23, 1998).
• Recent indications are that Day One will occur on or after
March 1, 1999.

Surface Transportation Board grants "BMWEI'
complaint, fmds tbat "SOD line" & "Wisconsin
Central" entered lease agreement witbout prior
agency approval (No. 98-85, 12-23-98)
Surface Transportation Board (board) Chainnan Linda 1.
Morgan announced today that the board has granted a complaint filed by the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employees and the Soo Line System DivisionBrotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees (coUectively, "BMWE") requesting a board finding that the Soo Line
Railroad Company, doing business as the CP Rail System
(Soo), and Wisconsin Central Ud. (WCL) had entered into a
lease transaction covering tracks in Soo's Schiller Park,
Uiinois, rail yard and intennodal facility (Schiller Park yard)
without obtaining prior approval or an exemption from the
fonner Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) in violation
offonner 49 U.S.c. 11343. '
Prior to the October 5, 1995, lease agreement, WCL had
operated, as part of its main line, a portion of track known
as the Gauntlet Track along the west side of the Schiller
Park yard. That year, however, an agreement was negotiated between WCL and the Comuter Rail Division of the
Regional Transportation Authority, a division of an Illinois
municipal corporation doing business as Metra, allowing
Metra to begin a commuter rail service on WCL's line
between Chicago and Antioch, IL, including the Gauntlet
Track. As a result of the agreement, WCL needed to construct a second main line parallel to the Gauntlet Track.
Because the second main line could not be constructed
before Metra's service was to begin, WCL entered into an
agreement with Soo allowing WCL to lease two Soo tracks
in the Schiller Park yard, together with lead tracks and connections, and to upgrade them to perfonn temporarily the
main line function of the Gauntlet Track. This WCL-Soo
agreement was the focus ofBMWE's complaint.
Citing ICC precedent, the board stated in its decision
that, although Soo had used the track as exempt yard track,
the tenant's use is the controlling factor in detennining the
character of the track. The board accordingly held that,
because WCL had used the tracks as a main line to operate
its freight trains running through the yard, WCL and Soo
should have obtained ICC approval for the temporary lease
under 49 U.S.C. 11343-45.
The board detennined that, because tbe WCL-Soo lease
has apparently already expired under its own tenns and
WCL's failure to obtain prior approval appeared to be
inadvertent, there was no need to require WCL and Soo to
file an application or exemption request for the temporary
Vol. 34, No. I, January 1999

lease at this time. However, to avoid further delay regarding any possible relief for employees that may have been
adversely affected by the transaction, the board, on its own
motion, granted WCL an exemption from the provisions of
49 U.S.C. 11343-45. The exemption is subject to the
employee protective conditions in Mendocino Coast Ry.,
Inc.-Lease and Operate, 354 I.C.C. 732 (1978) and 360
I.C.C. 653 (1980). The board instructed the parties to determine which, if any, employees have been adversely affected by the transaction and what ''protection" in the form of
compensation is warranted, with any disputes to be
resolved through arbitration.
The board issued its decision on December 22, 1998, in
tbe cases entitled Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employees and Soo System Division, Brotherhood of
Maintenance of Way Employees v. Soo Line Railroad
Company and Wisconsin Central, Ltd., STB Finance
Docket No. 32964, and Wisconsin Central Ltd.-Lease
Exemption-Soo Line Railroad Company d/b/a/ CP Rail
Systems, STB Finance Docket No. 32964 (Sub-No. lX).
, That section required ICC approval and authorization for a
purchase, lease or contract to operate property of another carrier
by any number of caniers.

William Clyburn Jr. takes oath of office as
Surface Transportation Board member
(No. 98·87, 12·28-98)
Surface Transportation Board (board) Chainnan Linda
J. Morgan announced that William Clyburn, Jr., in a private ceremony today, was sworn in as the board's fourth
member since the agency's creation in 1996. The oath of
office was administered by Chairman Morgan. A public
swearing-in ceremony will take place at a later date.
Commissioner Clyburn, a Democrat from Soutb
Carolina, was nominated to the board on September 2,
1997, by President Clinton and began service through a
December 18, 1998, presidential recess appointment.
President Clinton intends to resubmit Commissioner
Qyburn's nomination when the IOOth Congress convenes.
At the time of his appointment, Commissioner Clyburn
was serving as the Commerce Counsel to Senator Chuck
Robb (D-Va.). In this capacity, his primary responsibilities
included advising the senator on the policy implications of
federal legislative initiatives involving transpOrtation issues
such as railroad mergers, labor concerns, appropriations for
intennodal facilities, and the development of intelligent
transportation systems.
Prior to joining Senator Robb, Commissioner Clyburn
served as Staff Counsel to the U.S. Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science and Transportation (1993-95). From
1992 to 1993, Commissioner Clyburn served as a Law
Clerk to the Honorable Rodney A Peeples of the Second
Circuit Court in South Carolina.
Commissioner Clyburn received a B.S. in Ceramic
Engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology and
his J.D. from the University of South Carolina.
The Surface Transportation Board is a bipartisan independent regulatory agency that was created in 1995 as the
successor to the former Interstate Commerce Commission
(ICC). The board adjudicates matters primarily focused on
the railroad industry such as mergers, rail line abandonments, and rate reasonableness.
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Surface Transportation Board reports on "rail
access & competition" proceeding; eliminates
product & geograpbic competition from market
dominance roles; adopts rules for obtaining
alternative rail service during periods of poor
service (No. 98·82, 12·21·98)
Surface Transportation Board (board) Chairman Linda

1. Morgan and Vice Chairman Gus A. Owen announced
that, in a letter sent today to Senators John McCain and
Kay Bailey Hutchison, the board has further reported on its
"rail access and competition" proceeding. Chairman
Morgan and Vice Chairman Owen also announced decisions in rulemaking proceedings arising Qut of the access
and competition bearings. Those decisions eliminate the
consideration of evidence of product and geographic competition in market dominance detenninations and establish

procedures for obtaining temporary alternative rail service
to provide relief from service inadequacies.
Tbe rail access and competition proceeding. The
access and competition proceeding was initiated last spring
in response to a request from Senators McCain and
Hutchison. The board held public informational hearings at
which approximately 60 witnesses testified on April 2 and 3.
At those hearings, the witnesses testified about a variety of
concerns about rail service and rail regulation. As a result of
those hearings, the board directed certain private-sector discussions, and it undertook to review certain regulatory issues
itself. See "Surface Transportation Board News" release No.
98-25, issued on April 17, 1998. The letter sent today to
Senators McCain and Hutchison summarized the outcome of
the board's proceedings and the private-sector initiatives,
and it suggested possible ways in which related issues that
are still outstanding might be addressed.
The board's ruJemakiogs. During the board's informational hearings. several shippers raised concerns that it was
too difficult to pursue a valid railroad rate complaint
through the regulatory process, and that it was too difficult
to obtain access to additional rail carriers during periods of
poor seryice. The board has now addressed each of these
shipper concerns through rulemakings.
A. Market dominance. Under the statute, the board
may not review the reasonableness of a challenged rail rate
unless it first finds that the railroad has "market dominance" over the traffic involved. Market dominance refers
to "an absence of effective competition from other rail carriers or modes of transportation for the transportation to
which a rate applies." The statute itself provides that a carrier is not market dominant if its rate does not return more
than 180 percent of its "variable costs." In addition, the
previous board rules provided for four inquiries in assessing market dominance: whether the same commodity can
be transported between the same points effectively by other
railroads (intramodal competition) or nonrail transportation
(intermodal competition), and whether the complaining
shipper can avoid using the defendant railroad by shipping
or receiving a substitute product (product competition), or
by obtaining the same product from a different source or
shipping the same product to a different destination (geographic competition).
In its rulemaking proceeding responding to shipper
complaints, the board eliminated the product and geographic competition tests from the market dominance standard. It
found, based on many years of experience processing rate
6

complaint cases and the record developed in this rulemaking, that consideration of these factors significantly
impedes the efficient processing of the board's rate docket.
When the market dominance standard was first enacted,
Congress indicated that it was to be a practical determination made without delay; more recently, Congress directed
the board to process rate cases more expeditiously. To
comply with both of these legislative directives, the board
limited the evidence that would be considered to only that
required by the statute, Le., competition "for the transportation to which a rate applies."
The board concluded that the limited impact on the rail
industry from this decision is far outweighed by the chilling effect that inclusion of product and geographic competition can have on the filing of valid rate complaints by
captive shippers and on the resolution of rate complaints in
a timely manner. The board observed that removing this
chilling effect will further level the playing field between
railroads and shippers and should thus result in more privale-sector solutions to rate disputes.
B. Temporar')' relief for poor service. To respond to
the concerns that shippers raised about service during the
access and competition hearings, the board established procedures for providing emergency and temporary relief from
serious, localized railroad service problems more quickly
and effectively. Under the new procedures, shippers or
connecting railroads affected by the service problems of an
"incumbent" carrier can seek temporary service from an
alternative rail carrier,
Service can be sought in two different ways. One section of the rules (part 1146) will apply to requests for expedited, short-term emergency relief, under the board's broad
statutory authority to direct the handling of traffic and the
use of rail facilities, for not more than 270 days, when a
rail carrier cannot transport tbe traffic offered to it in a
manner that properly serves the public. The other section of
the rules (Part 1147) will apply to requests under the
"access" provisions of the statute under wbich the incumbent carrier would "switch" the traffic to another carrier, or
allow another carrier to enter its terminal facilities, to
address serious (but not necessarily emergency) service
problems on a more fully developed record. Access under
these provisions would be temporary, but would not be
specifically subject to the 270-day limit. The board
explained that these new rules are designed to address
immediate service problems. The board 's competitive
access rules-at 49 CFR Part 1144-remain available for
requests for a more pennanent alternative service arrangement in response to competitive concerns.
Under the new procedures, petitioning shippers or carriers must first discuss and assess with the incumbent railroad whether adequate service can be restored within a
reasonable time and, if not, explain why that is the case.
Shippers seeking relief should also obtain from an alternative carrier the necessary commitment to meet the service
needs. Parties seeking temporary alternative service must
explain how that service can be provided safely, without
degrading service to the alternative carrier's existing customers, and without unreasonably interfering with the
incumbent carrier's overall ability to provide service.
Because of the importance of safety concerns, parties must
notify the Federal Railroad Administration and cooperative
with that agency.
ResolutioD of issues in the private sector. The board's
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letter to Senators McCain and Hutchison reported on the
outcomes of several private-sector discussions that were
conducted in accordance with the board's general directive
that the parties work toward private sector solutions to their
problems. It pointed out that smaller and larger railroads
had reached a formal agreement on ways to eliminate barriers to the ability of smaller railroads to compete. It referred
to another formal agreement adopting a mandatory arbitration program to resolve certain disputes entered into
between the National Grain and Feed Association and the
Association of American Railroads (AAR). And it reported
on the five formal meetings sponsored by the AAR to
address concerns raised by some shippers at the board's
hearings that railroads had not been adequately communicating with tbem. In a letter to the board describing the
meetings (which were held in Chicago, IL; Houston, TX;
Atlanta, GA; Newark, NJ; and Portland, OR, and all of
which Chairman Morgan attended), AAR reported on the
follow-up actions to be taken, including, among other
things, issuance of performance reports by each of the large
railroads, development of a plan for facilitating interline
movements, and continuation of the outreach meetings.
The board noted that it supports the continued dialogue that
the AAR letter promises, and indicated that it will be closely monitoring all of these follow-up activities.
Revenue adequacy, competitive access, and small
rate cases. The board pointed out that it had appropriately
addressed matters of concern within the scope of the
authority given to it by Congress. It noted, however, that
certain legislative proposals will likely be discussed in
Congress during the next session. To advance those discussions, it provided some thoughts on some of the issues as to
which legislative proposals are likely.
A. Revenue adequacy. Revenue adequacy is a statutory
provision that is designed to determine railroads' rmancial
health. The existing, judicially approved revenue adequacy
measurement, which focuses on a railroad's return on
investment, has for many years been a source of controversy that has polarized the transportation community. The
board found that the underlying policy objective-that the
government's regulatory approach, among other goals,
should pennit railroads to earn adequate revenues-is a
laudable one that should be retained. As the revenue adequacy status of any particular railroad has little practical
effect, however, the board stated that Congress may wish
to consider legislatively abolishing the requirement that the
board determine on a regular basis which railroads are revenue adequate. The board did indicate in this regard that, in
order to oversee the industry, it would need to review by
some measurement how the industry is faring fmanciaUy.
For that reason, and because Congress may not wish to
abolish the revenue adequacy provision immediately, the
board noted that some guidelines would need to remain in
place.
Given its limited resources, and with its credibility on
the issue under challenge by several shippers, however, the
board indicated that it is not likely to undertake a proposed
rulemaking, as some shippers had suggested. Rather, the
board stated that it continues to support the idea of engaging a panel of disinterested experts, which was suggested
by both shipper and railroad interests during the board's
access and competition 'hearings. The board pledged to
give great deference to the expert panel, and stated that if
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the private parties did the same, then a resolution could be
achieved quickly and inexpensively.
B. Competitive access. Competitive access refers to the
ability of shippers to obtain service from railroads that do not
reach their facilities over the objections of the railroad that
does serve their facilities. At the board's request, railroads
and shippers discussed the competitive access rules to see if
they could reach some common ground. However, the differences between the railroads and the shippers on this subject
are fundamental, and they raise basic policy issues-issues
concerning the appropriate role of competition, "differential
pricing," and how railroads eam revenues and structure their
services-that are more appropriately resolved by Congress
than by an administrative agency. Moreover, the so-called
"bottleneck cases," which involve issues related to competitive access, are still being reviewed in court. For those reasons, although the board has moved aggressively to adopt
new rules described above to open up access during times of
poor service, the board expressed its doubts that it will initiate administrative action to othel'Wise revisit the competitive
access rules at this time. In this regard, the board pointed out
the complexity of the open access issue, and indicated that
there is some uncertainty as to how the rail system would
look under an open access system.
C. Sman rate cases. The board described its small rate
case guidelines, which apply in cases in which its traditional
rate review methodologies cannot be practicably used. It
noted that the information needed to make a case under the
small case guidelines, which are the only procedures that
have been identified that readily address each of the concerns that the board must consider under the statute, is readily available at reasonable cost.
Nevertheless, the board recognized that certain shippers
are concerned that, for small rate cases, anything other than a
single benchmark test could unreasonably impede access to
the regulatory process. It stated that, if Congress agrees, it
could adopt specific small rate case standards. As an exam·
pie, Congress could provide that, for certain types of cases,
all rates above a specified revenue-fO.variable cost ratio, or
series of ratios, would be unreasonable. IT the methodology
were to be premised on the current regulatory system, then
the specifics of such an approach-for example, the cases to
which it would apply, and the level or levels at which rates
might be capped-would have to balance issues such as differential pricing and railroad revenue need against the fairness in requiring captive shippers to pay substantially higher
prices than shippers with more competitive options.
Override or railroad collective bargaining agreements. Finally, the board noted that another matter that
could be presented to Congress next year is the question of
limiting the authority of arbitrators subject to board oversight to modify existing collective bargaining agreements
(CBAs) in the process of implementing approved rail consolidations. The board stated that the process has been
extremely controversial since a 1991 Supreme Court decision holding that approval of a rail consolidation permits
the override of CBA provisions as necessary for implementation of the consolidation. Indicating that labor representatives oppose and are understandably dissatisfied wit.h any
provision or action that permits a CBA to be ovemdden,
the board suggested that a change in the law could address
labor's concern in this area.
The board's letter to Senators McCain and Hutchison
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was issued today in STB Ex Parte No. 575, Rail Access
and Competition Issues. The board's rulemaking decisions
were issued today in STB Ex Parte No. 627, Market
Dominance Determinations-Product and Geographic
Competition, and STB Ex Parte No. 628, Expedited Relief
for Service Inadequacies.

Surface Transportation Board announces
favorable appeals court ruling affirming new rail
employee notice requirement for certain line
transactions (No. 98·73, 11·23·98)
Surface Transportation Board (board) Chairman Linda
J. Morgan announced today that the United Stales Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circttit has issued a
decision affirming in all respects the board's decision!
establishing a 60-day notice requirement for certain line
sales under its exemption procedures. Specifically, the 60day notice requirement applies to transactions processed by
the board under its exemption authority involving rail line
acquisitions (whether by purchase or lease or otherwise):
(1) under 49 U.S.C. 10902 by Class II rail carriers;l and (2)
under 49 U.S.C. 10902 by Class III rail carriers1 or under
49 U.S.c. 10901 by noncarriers, where the lines to be
acquired or operated, together with any existing lines of the
carrier, would produce annual revenue exceeding $5 million. The new rule requires a buyer wishing to use the
board's exemption procedures to give notice of its general
intentions in hiring a workforce 60 days before consummating the transaction.
The board decided to adopt the notice requirement to
make available more information to rail employees (and
their local communities) who may be adversely affected by
line sale transactions, and to give them more time to review
the information and make the major decisions affecting their
lives and livelihoods. In its decision adopting the requirement, the board noted that its current exemption procedures
permit line saJes to be processed and consummated expeditiously. The board explained that, while expedited exemptions have been beneficial in preserving rail service for
shippers and communities, and jobs that might otherwise be
lost, the additional notice to affected employees and their

communities by those invoking the board's exemption process is warranted and appropriate. The board also noted that
the informational notice requirement should facilitate the
smooth implementation of line sale transactions that are in
the public interest.
So as not to burden small businesses, the board limited
the notice requirement to transactions in which the acquiring
Class III rail carrier or noncarrier will earn annual revenues
in excess of $5 million as a result of the acquisition. The
board reasoned that the $5 million threshold for acquisitions
by Class III rail carriers or noncarriers will exclude most
small railroads and small transactions from application of the
notice requirement, while it will include the transactions that
affect the greatest number of rail employees and the communities in which they live.
The Association of American Railroads. American Short
Line Railroad Association, and Regional Railroads of
America appealed the board's decision, challenging the
board's authority to impose the notice requirement and the
board's choice of a $5 million threshold. The court found the
board's notice requirement to be within the board's power. It
also found that the board's choice of the $5 million threshold
"strikes a pennissible compromise between those who
would have the notice requirement apply to all transactions,
and those who would have it apply to none."
The court's decision was issued on November 17, 1998,
in Association of American Railroads, et al. v. Surface
Transportation Board, No. 97-1624 (D.c. Circuit).
1 In Acquisition of Rail Lines Under 49 U.S.C. 10901 and
10902-Advance Notice of Proposed Transactions, STB Ex Parte
No. 562, issued to the public on September 9, 1997, in which
Chairman Morgan commented in a separate expression.
2 Generally, a rail carrier with annual operatil)g revenues
between $20 million and $250 million.
I Generally, a rail carrier with annual operating revenues less
than $20 million.
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